MINI5280 Newsletter- June 2016
Hi there, this is just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you are a MINI5280 club member. Don’t forget to add secretary@mini5280.org to
your address book so we’re sure to land in your inbox!

IN THIS ISSUE

Hi there!
Just when I thought that the newsletter couldn’t get longer, it did; and there
was more that could have been added!
You’ll see that we received a nice variety of good stuff for June: a fortifying
piece about the Defy Labels contest from MINI USA, member feedback,
and new Instagram information. As usual, there’s bounteous coverage
about the previous month’s events. From the big (more than 40 MINIs at Mt
Rushmore) to the small (1 MINI at CSP’s Track Night), our members are
always up to something!
I’m always delighted to see stuff in my inbox through the month. Without the
submissions that I get from you we wouldn’t have such a great newsletter,
so a giant thank you goes to those who contribute content.
Remember that the DUE DATE FOR NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS IS
ST
THE 1 OF THE MONTH. If I don’t get it, you won’t see it! And please
know that you’re whole-heartedly encouraged to email all newsletter
submissions, feedback, questions, and any ideas for the club to
secretary@mini5280.org.
Diana Peterman
MINI5280 Secretary












Welcome New Members
President’s Message and Defying Labels
What Happened Last Month
Mini History
Brian’s Bulletin
Member Feedback
Pets in Cars
MINItainment
Now on INSTAGRAM
Currently Scheduled Upcoming Events

Club Links
1.
2.
3.

4.
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Website: http://mini5280.org/
Facebook: MINI5280
A Facebook place for members to talk
about all things MINI: MINI5280
Conversations
A Facebook place to check on club drives
and events: MINI5280 Club Drives
A Facebook place for members to post
classifieds: MINI5280 Buy/Sell/Trade
Our national event: MINIs In the Mountains
Our sister club: MiniCOW- Minis of
Colorado and Wyoming
A local classic Mini club: Minis of the
Rockies (MOTR)

Please welcome our new members…






Robert Munch
Cyndi Pride
Michelle Robb
David Suydam
Holli Petty






Mitchell Zink
Deborah Clark
Jerry Craft
Ryan Dantino
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Brandi Fields
Bryson Hicks
Andrew Montano
Ian Patrick

Greetings all MINI5280 Members, MINIFans, MINions, MINIacs!
A pretty awesome May was enjoyed by the MINI5280 club despite the
Winter/Spring weather shenanigans that we experienced. June is shaping
up to be very full with events every weekend. Please come out and join us
as we continue to add on the miles, beautiful sights, new venues, new
members and new destinations sure to please your unique and eclectic
tastes!
Check the calendar and the list below for what’s ahead this month. For
more detailed information on these and upcoming events please check our
social media (Facebook) pages and your email inbox.
Additionally, if you’d like to plan and coordinate an event please send us your ideas ~ we’re happy to help! :)
I also wanted to take this opportunity to thank all of our MINI5280 members, fans, friends, sponsors and
vendors far and wide who continue to support our club. I appreciate all of your efforts, time, consideration and
patience as we strive to deliver a one-of-a-kind experience for you, your family and budding MINI brethren as
we explore and indulge in all things MINI5280!
Additionally, I’d like to personally thank everyone who has supported me and my family through the
exciting MINI-DEFYLABELS.COM contest which began in April and will culminate at the end of this month,
June 30th. I realize that it’s been a little lengthy and arduous but you’ve hung in there with me and helped
achieve over 32,000 votes in the 1st Round which resulted in a Top 16 Finish in the first week of May - Bloody
Outstanding!
Round 2, which was judged silently by an independent panel and concluded May 30th resulted in a Final Four
Finish - Nice! With this finish, Lisa & I will humbly and graciously round out our wedding July 9th with a 2nd
honeymoon plan of a cross-country trip with 10,000 other MINIacs as we participate coast to coast with many
of you and the always fun MTTS (Minis Takes the States) crew!
Round 3 is currently in motion with a final voting push @ MINI-DEFYLABELS.COM through June 30th. If we
win this round I’ll be squeezing many of you into a new 2016 Clubman as we tool around the mountain passes
and through epic Colorado back country! A win for us would be tremendous for club recognition and visibility,
event participation, membership growth, club finances and many more tangible and intangible benefits for all of
us to enjoy over the next few years. ** More importantly, it will also provide us a launching pad for what will
perhaps be the biggest and potentially best opportunity and uniquely fun event the club has ever created or
participated in!**
I’m anxious to share this idea and announcement with you. Please help me reach the finish line and break the
tape by voting @ MINI-DEFYLABELS.COM
Thank you all very much ~ Motor On!
Onward & Upward,
Chris Chappell
president@mini5280.org
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-submitted by Lisa Shelton

How do you Defy Labels? Is it through how you choose to express yourself? How you customize your
MINI? Do you defy the labels placed on you by your parents or by society? Do you defy labels from
those who think you can’t?
Our MINI5280 president, Chris Chappell has been “Defying Labels” his entire life, especially since his
mountain biking accident 16 years ago this June. As a successful extreme athlete and rising star Vice
President of Financial Wealth Management at Morgan Stanley (then Smith Barney), the multinational
financial services corporate giant, Chris was on top of his game. What surmounted as merely a
setback for Chris Chappell, the accident in the summer of 2000 resulted in permanent paralysis from
his chest down due to a broken vertebrae and spinal cord injury at cervical level 6. Within three
weeks of his accident, Chris was back to work as a stock broker, advocating nationally for spinal cord
injury cure and fighting to reclaim his life one piece at a time.
Despite recommendations he should ride as a passenger in an adapted, ramped minivan, Chris
refused to assume labels slammed down upon him and opted instead to be the “spirited” driver of his
2007 hand control adapted and customized MINI Cooper S. Chris has continued to advocate for
underserved and vulnerable populations through his volunteer work efforts, community service for
disabled people and creative philanthropy. Chris’ efforts have not been unrecognized. He has been
an Olympic Torchbearer, and the winner of numerous recognitions and awards including the
Colorado Healthcare Communicator’s Gold Leaf Award and recognition as a US presidential
candidate keynote speaker.
Spinal cord injury is no cakewalk. Chris continues to fight every day
through pain, spasticity, continual bladder infections, risk for wounds,
dysregulated body temperature (poikilothermism-look it up, it’s real ),
autonomic dysreflexia (blood pressure dysregulation) and many other
issues related to his disability and injury. He has subsequently
survived falling down an elevator shaft and shattering his pelvis,
shattering his leg in another accident, and skin wounds and surgeries,
but you would never know it based upon the smile on his face.
Chris is a “go getter” type of guy and he definitely has no tolerance in
his life for drama or continued labeling of his actions or character.
Chris has also been labeled as abrupt, direct and forthright, but he
has a heart of gold and will continue to fight for what he thinks is right.
There isn’t a more deserving person for the finalist award in MINI
USA’s “Defy Labels” campaign and Chris is the right person to lead
this club. I may be a bit biased, but I have witnessed firsthand how
Chris defies labels every day.
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MINI Run for the Roses –May 7
-submitted by Rhonda Johnson

On May 7th, MINI5280 had their own run for the roses, complete with fancy derby hats. There were 7
MINIs who met up at Red & Jerry's to place our bets on the ponies. After finding out there was a $10
admission fee just to get in to place our bets only Chris, Lisa and Annabelle were braver than the rest
and walked out with their lucky tickets in hand.
We left Red & Jerry's and skirted the south side of Denver through Highlands Ranch to make our way
eastward through Elizabeth and Kiowa onto the open plains of Colorado. We left the cloud cover
behind in Denver and drove the rolling hills at a high rate of speed before making our way to South
Side Food & Drink on Main Street in Limon. Our table was ready and waiting for us, and the service
was excellent! We dined in style and our waitresses complemented our lovely derby hats, the best of
which were awarded prizes.
Rhonda and Erin had made winner's wreaths for the competitors. Kimberly Krug placed first, Lisa
Walters-Shelton 2nd, and Deb Hunt 3rd. An honorary award of bendy straws was given to Annabelle
for her derby hat as well. As a bonus, a London-themed shopping bag was given away to the person
who guessed Clara's mileage: Katie Zanon.
Following the fun in Limon, we headed north to Last Chance and then back west towards Denver.
The Opps left Limon ahead of the group to travel home to Cheyenne. They ran into tornadoes and
encountered golf-ball (and larger) hail! We were getting a little nervous about the weather at this
point and rightfully so. The rest of the group made a really quick stop at the racetrack for a group
photo and then headed into the storm. Luckily (?) we only had small hail and some rain. The weather
made this drive very memorable for all as did the few bucks won by the brave trio for their winning
bets on Nyquist!
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Cussler’s Last Stand Drive and Tour –May 14
-submitted by Debbie Ratliff

This museum was awesome, love the old cars. This was when cars were sexy: the big bodies, the
cool lines, their shapes; when you could just look at the car from behind and knew if it was a Caddy,
Buick, or Chevy just to name a few. Now don’t get me wrong, we have some good looking cars today,
but we had sexy back in the day. A lot of those cars had so much room in the back seat we know
that’s where a lot of babies were created (LOL LOL). Barry White. Do I need to say anymore? “You
are the first, my last, my everything.” Teddy Pendergrass – “Turn out the lights”. Ok, so you know
where I’m going with this… LOL. We had a great time. Thanks Chris Chappell for putting this event
together.
Now for some history:
The Clive Cussler Museum is dedicated to the preservation of astounding rare and vintage
automobiles from all over the world. This extensive collection of over 100 significant automobiles,
ranging in years from 1906 to 1965, was started by renowned best-selling author Clive Cussler.
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-submitted by Nolan Taylor Eberl-Coe
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How Cutthroat Are You? –May 18
-submitted by Cait O’Connor

Waves as we drove past Cait’s parents’ place.

On May 15th, several members of MINI5280 met up for an impromptu lunch drive to Bailey, Colorado.
Nine cars were in attendance and as we gathered at Red Rocks, Brian, Diana (and Baby!) came in
hot with an epic E-brake maneuver! With the mood set, we set off for our drive.
Winding through Bear Creek Canyon and the towns of Idledale and Kittredge, we motored hard until
we reached downtown Evergreen and headed towards a not-very-well-known route. Up Bear
Mountain we climbed; slowing first to wave at Cait’s parents and their dog (Hi Charlie-Warley!), and
just a few feet later, three elk roaming on top of the mountain. After a quick, rolling photo-op, we
continued on through the twisties to North Turkey Creek Road and on to 285.
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The rain and mist could not dampen our spirits! We continued on to Bailey where we stopped at the
Cutthroat Café for lunch and down-time with friends. The restaurant was fantastic—and unbelievably
inexpensive! Score!
After posing for a quick picture in front of the Café, we all headed our separate ways! It was a lovely
trip, as usual. Sometimes the unexpected and impromptu adventures end up being the most fun! Until
next time: MOTOR ON!
-submitted by Diana Peterman
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CSPs Take It To the Track Night…in a MINI –May 18
-submitted by Mike Hillier

In keeping with being ready to "Let's Motor" I've been trying different events with Seger, 2014
Countryman S, such as Minis In The Mountains, Schomp's Motor-tober autocross event, track days,
and later this year Mini Takes The States. However, having Bandimere Speedway in my back yard
was something that could not be ignored.
Colorado State Patrol sponsors Take It To The Track nights at Bandimere most Wednesdays and
offers passes at their local offices that will knock $5.00 off the price of admission for the entire season.
Any car wishing to make passes is allowed to make runs so you could see everything from a Prius to
jet cars (I saw both this night), so armed with a pass courtesy of the Golden based CSP troop I
screwed up my courage and Took It To Track.
We staged at the starting line and waited for the third yellow light and oh shit there it is! Off we went. I
was driving in the Manual mode so as the RPMs passed 5,000 I shifted gears. The car I staged with,
a Prius, had left before me, catching me napping on the line staring at a tree and earned me a
reaction time of .702 of a second. I could hear the whistle of Seger's turbo as it spooled up, at the 60ft
line we caught the Prius and 2.7 seconds had gone by. At the 330ft line the Prius was already a 1/2
second behind us, fading fast, and 7.2 seconds had elapsed. There's 5,000 RPM and I grab another
gear, and here come the mid-point of the race we're moving at 66MPH and 10 seconds are behind us.
At 1,000ft into the match it's time for another gear and concentrate on the finish line, 14 seconds have
gone by. As we break the scoring beams at the finish line our speed is measured at 83.68 MPH and it
took us 16.828 seconds to complete the run. The hapless Prius finished at 18.355 seconds/76.10
MPH.
We made three more runs and our best time was 16.758 seconds at 85.27 MPH with a reaction time
of .206 seconds against a hot rod that beat us by .014 of a second, and I could hear him the entire
time (we had him beat at mid track but he ran us down)!
The night was a blast and a bucket list item for me. I plan on leaving the ID number assigned to me
that night for a while and show everybody Seger is a drag racer.
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Exclusive MINI5280 Tour of Schomp MINI’s Brand New
HQ– May 21
-photo submitted by Bryson Hicks

-on the party deck of the new Schomp HQ

-photos submitted by Diana Peterman
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Mt Evans Drive Postponed Due To Weather –May 27
-submitted by Rick Gonzales

The annual drive to the top of Mount Evans on opening day was postponed this year due to snowfall
the night before the projected opening of 5/27. As in years past, the weather had the last word and
CDOT (Colorado Dept of Transportation) was forced to deploy a snowplow on opening day instead of
opening the gate. Even the road leading to the gate was a bit dicey in spots.
Some years, MINI5280 members were through the gate and up the 14,265 ft mountain, though not
always to the summit. Either way, it's a thrill to behold and always scenic, bright sun on white snow
and cold!
As the CDOT website (cotrip.org) says, as of 5/30/16, "CO-5 Mount Evans Road is set to reopen
Tuesday, May 31, 2016 due to adverse conditions." Like other seasonal mountain roads (Trail Ridge
Rd, Independence Pass, Cottonwood Pass and Guanella Pass) which are closed in the winter, much
effort is expended to clear the snow for the season opening Memorial Day weekend every year.
MINI5280 will schedule another Mount Evans date this year. We'll be back!

No MINIacs Left Behind Lunch –May 29
-submitted by Diana Peterman

Not to be left dampened by those who hit the Black Hills with MiniCOW this year, a few of us (both
veteran and new club members) gathered in a last minute lunch at Oskar Blues Homemade Liquids
and Solids in Longmont following a short jaunt up from our rendezvous in Broomfield. YUM!
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MiniCOW MINI Rushmore –May 28-30
-submitted by Bob Burgess

The MiniCOW MINI Rush-More event was held over the Memorial Day holiday weekend. Quite a few
MINI5280 club members joined in on the fun. We left Cheyenne, Wyoming on Saturday with
approximately 42 MINIs. After a winding trip through both Wyoming and South Dakota we arrived in
Keystone, South Dakota. After a quick refresh, we headed out to the house of Joanne Felix, of Stuck
on MINIs fame for a wonderful BBQ time for socializing and door prizes. Other than a road trip
mishap for Jim Taylor’s beloved Cowboy, a fun time was had by all. On Sunday we conquered Iron
Mountain Road (314 curves, 14 switchbacks, 3 pigtails, 3 tunnels, 4 presidents, and 2 splits) and the
Needles Highway before ending at the Mt Rushmore National Monument. The afternoon was spent
exploring Keystone and the surrounding area before reconvening for a winery/brewery run that
evening. Finally, on Monday we gathered for one last drive on Iron Mountain Road as wella s a trip
through Custer State Park before pointing our MINIs south to home. One fnal adventure had a
number of club members dodging severe weather as we approached the Wyoming/Colorado border.
Fortunately, we all made it home unscathed with great memories of our time together. Many thanks to
Jim Taylor and the MiniCOW club for their hospitality.
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-submitted by Debbie Ratliff

(continued from May)
Third Victory Sends McDaniel 'Big-Time'
By Pat Truly, Feb 1969
Star –telegram Sports Writer
Now that Fort Worth’s Richard McDaniel has won his third
straight national SCCA C-sedan championship, his problem is
what to do for an encore. Usually three wins retires a trophy. The
other sedan racers around the country would just as soon retire
McDaniel, and he may oblige, after a fashion. “We want to go
big-time,” he says. “We may run the Trans-American sedan
circuit in a Firebird and we may get a formula A car to run the
U.S. Grand Prix races.” McDaniel was first, teammate Hugh
Grammer second I their little Overseas Motors Mini-Coopers in
the SCCA Race of Champions at Riverside, Calif. Running out of
honors for McDaniel, SCCA gave up and presented him its
highest award, the Presidents Cup. The Cup is given for “ability,
competitiveness and success during the year,” but McDaniel
shared the glory in accepting the award. “A driver doesn’t win
something like that alone,” he says. “You have to have someone
willing to spend the money and a mechanic to do the work.”
DOUBLING AS Overseas’ general manager, McDaniel has already sold Grammer’s car, and has his
own on the block. “This was four years for ‘em” he explains. “I just figure when you win the
President’s Cup it’s time to really do something, especially when you’re my age.” At 40, McDaniel
may be just getting started, although he started racing 22 years ago.
Races like he had at Riverside will age him if anything will. The car which finished third hit his car
twice and passed him four times during the race. “NOT ONLY that,” he says, “He hit Hugh’s car 16
times. But that’s how competitive that race is. People work all year for it and when they get to
Riverside it’s either win it or watch it,”
Even going “big-time”, the Overseas team and McDaniel aren’t forgetting their home base. They’ll be
running something in the national sports car events at Green Valley in 1969 to qualify for next year’s
Race of Champions.
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Carbon, the silent performance killer
If you’ve been in your MINI for a while you have probably heard of drivers talking about having to take
their ride into the shop to have a carbon cleaning done and how expensive it was. You might be
wondering why this was needed and if your MINI needs this service. Fear not, the answer is probably
yes and I’m going to explain why.
No matter the reason you are driving a MINI, you understand that you’re driving a performance
vehicle, even the Justas. There is a price for this performance and it comes with a higher cost of
maintenance compared to small economy cars that MINIs are incorrectly compared to at times. MINI,
when it comes to engine technology, is leading the way. One of the many advancements that they are
using is Direct Fuel Injection instead of Port Fuel Injection to achieve this performance.
Direct Fuel Injection allows precision control of what’s going on inside the combustion chamber unlike
Port Fuel Injection which was more like guessing on what needs to happen. Direct Fuel Injection
vehicles are becoming more common, but there is one big flaw with the design: carbon build up on
the back of the intake valves.
On vehicles with Port Fuel Injection, as seen in the picture below that I stole off of the internet, fuel is
spraying directly on the back of the intake valve doing its best keeping the valve clean of debris. This
fueling set up can build up a small amount of carbon, but it usually can be cleaned up with some
cleaner ran through the system and doesn’t commonly cause big or expensive issues.

Direct Fuel Injection systems are set up like this below, another picture I stole off of the internet, with
the fuel injector spraying fuel directly into the cylinder. Even though there are huge performance gains
and usually better fuel economy with this set up, there is nothing cleaning off the back of the intake
valves and this is where the issue comes into play with Direct Fuel Injection. Just like a lot of things in
life, there is always a tradeoff.
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The carbon is from a combination of fuel vapor, crankcase gases and engine oil mixing together and
becoming harder than steel, sticking to the side of intake manifold runners and intake valves building
up over time. Every time the spark plug fires this causes just a small amount of these combustion
gases to escape past the piston rings. A small amount of combustion gases escaping is normal.
These combustion gases are then recirculated back into the engine to be burned. Before these gases
get back into the combustion chamber this combustion mixes with all kinds of other stuff, turning into
sludge and carbon. This carbon also gets stuck in the piston rings causing scoring of the cylinder
walls, loss of compression and engine oil consumption.
While there is really nothing we can do to prevent this carbon build up there are some things we can
do to try to minimize it.
1. Use a good quality engine oil and shorten the engine oil service intervals. The step before
carbon is sludge. One of the jobs of engine oil is to trap debris and hold onto it until the engine oil is
drained and replaced. Some of this debris is combustion gases. When the engine oil holds onto these
gases too long the engine oil starts to turn into sludge. This sludge goes through the crankcase
ventilation system and then gets deposited on the intake valves as carbon.
2. Using top tier fuel. I’m not talking about the octane of the fuel, rather how well the fuel was
processed. Most name brand fueling stations have top tier fuel and it should say it on the pump.
Carbon build up is an issue in the United States and not an issue in Europe. It is believed that this is
because there is better access to higher quality engine oils and fuel. The main reason fuel is roughly
twice the expense than it is in the States is because of the better processing. This refining process
adds to the cost of the fuel. Unfortunately, we don’t have access to this higher quality fuel and the
best we can do is make sure that we are using top tier fuel.
3. Drive your MINI just a little harder. Harder accelerations cause a large rush of air past the
valves breaking off small pieces of carbon to be burned off in the combustion chamber.
What makes cleaning off carbon on direct injected engines costly is the amount of labor involved. We
have tried multiple cleaners and techniques, but nothing would clean off the carbon more than
removing the intake manifold and using a media blaster to break off the carbon. The media of choice
is finely ground up walnut shells. When the intake manifold is off you will see three types of carbon
build up. The first layer is like soft like tar. You can use a pick and poke at it and it will feel gummy.
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The next layer is a loose powder and the final layer in the harder than steel layer. To get this carbon
off first the engine is rotated over so the valves are closed. Then I spray a very aggressive cleaner in
the intake runner and let soak for a little bit. Then I take a couple of long picks to do my best to break
loose as much of the carbon as possible. If I didn’t do this the walnuts would stick to the tar layer and
will take longer to clean off. Next, a wand is inserted into the intake runner of the cylinder head and
walnuts are blasted at very high pressures at the back of the valves. Depending on how bad the
carbon build-up is this will take a few passes. After the carbon is removed from the valves and intake
runner the walnut shells are cleaned out and engine is reassembled. There are times when I start the
engine that it does not want to start or runs very rough until the engine has time to readapt to carbon
it has been adjusting to for years. After the engine is warmed up I will then put a cleaner through the
intake, while the engine is running. This cleaner will clean off the valve seats, the top of pistons and
piston rings.
A question I would expect you to have is, “Does my engine have Direct Fuel Injection and is this
something I need to worry about?” Direct Fuel Injection has been slowly adapted into BMW/MINI
engines for a while now. The first production BMW engine that had Direct Fuel Injection was the N73
V12 that came out in the 2002 750i. I have to tell you that was a learning experience for us all. All of a
sudden we had all these weird drivability issues that were hard to pin point and diagnose, random no
starts, long cranks before starting, low fuel mileage, misfiring, loss of power and random stalling, were
just some of the issues we encountered. It took about a year before we started noticing the large
amount of carbon build up in the intake runner and intake valves. Out of desperation, we cleaned this
carbon out just to see what would happen. We were shocked to see the amount of improvement that
was experienced and noticed some changes in the data feedback from the sensors that we were not
expecting.
MINI Cooper naturally aspirated engines (NA engines) and supercharged engines, have port injection
and don’t need to worry about this excessive carbon build up and only need to do a chemical cleaning
about every 50k miles, depending on driving habits.
Port Fuel Injected engines….
W10- first generation NA engine

W11- first generation supercharged
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N12 second generation NA engine

N16 second generation, towards the end of
production, NA engine

And now the engines that have the Direct Injection Fuel Injection that have the carbon build up issues.
N14 second generation turbo charged engine

N18 second generation, towards the end of
production, turbo charged engine

It was Fenton’s turn, 2010 Clubman JCW 68k miles, for a carbon cleaning. He didn’t have any faults
stored, so it was more of a small overdue time and mileage service, sorry buddy. Driving a lot of
MINIs myself I can usually feel slight differences in performance that a normal driver wouldn’t notice
or would disregard. Some of the things I noticed with Fenton is that every once in a while when doing
full throttle pulls with full boost there was a slight dip felt while accelerating. He never threw a code
and when trying to duplicate with test equipment connected I never was able to reproduce the issue.
Another issue was sometimes at random hot or cold the engine would feel like there was a miss in
one of the cylinders, but was never bad enough to store a cold. Just like most drivers I was like I
guess this is just the way it is for now and have to wait until it gets worse before I can do anything
about it. It never really took away from the driving experience so I just let it go.
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Because most drivers don’t want me to keep their MINI for a week to run test just for fun I thought it
would be fun to log some before and after data.
The first data we gathered was from dyno horsepower and torque readings. This was Fenton’s first
time on a dyno, so we all took guesses on where the power was. Using my butt dyno my guess was
about 170hp. We scheduled an appointment and took Fenton to Dyno-Pro in Arvada, CO. They’re
super nice guys and you can tell they like what they do. A couple pulls were done and we got 179hp
and 191 ft/lbs of torque. I was happy with my guess, but was a little worried that because of the horse
power reading there wouldn’t be that much of a difference after the carbon cleaning.
I took the intake manifold off of Fenton and looked down the intake runner. While there was a build-up
of carbon, it wasn’t as bad as I thought it was going to be. I did my normal carbon cleaning procedure
and put him back together. Then when I tried to fire him up I found that he did not want to start. It took
three times before he wanted to start. My first thought was that I left something disconnected, but
after he started I realized how much that little bit of carbon was really affecting him.
Our next appointment with Dyno-Pro was a couple of days later, so we got a chance to drive Fenton
to see if we can feel a difference before the those dyno readings. After about a day of driving I noticed
the engine was running smoother and I didn’t experience the slight dip with hard acceleration. I swear
that I felt like he was faster, but I couldn’t tell if it was real or if I was trying to convince myself, so then
we showed up to our next dyno appointment and we got our new numbers: 191hp and 209 ft/lbs of
torque, that’s a 12hp and 18 ft/lbs of torque gain that was being stolen just from carbon building up in
the engine! Because Fenton was on the lower end of carbon build-up that I typically see, I would love
to see the before and after difference for an engine with worse build-up. Not only is this carbon buildup robbing you of power and performance, it can also cause long term damage to your engine if not
addressed.
Fenton on the dyno.
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Removing the intake
manifold.

Poking at the carbon on the valve to loosen it up before blasting.

Using the wand to walnut blast the carbon off.
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BEFORE:

AFTER:

If you have any questions regarding carbon cleaning or any technical concerns, please feel free to
contact me at my email below!
As Always,
Happy Motoring!
Brian Peterman
BMW/MINI Master Technician
Shop Foreman at Avalon Motorsports
Msportdoctor@gmail.com

An unedited member perspective in response to a feature in last month’s newsletter:
“I have a problem with some of the 'recommendations" in this newsletter particularly the comments about changing the
coolant in your car. Yes there will come a time when coolant should be changed, but not becuase "Over time coolant can
act like a battery producing a voltage. This current can deteriorate rubber hoses and seals drastically shortening the life of
the parts in the cooling system." That statement is complete and utter claptrap.
You need to change your coolant only when after use it can become more acdic, contaminated or if it breaks down to the
point where is looses its resistance to freezing and boiling. Most modern cars produced over the last decade have
extended life coolant that may only need to be changed every 100,000 miles, not every 3 years!
Also, the general recommendations regarding oil changes are incorrect and typically just cost you money. The only way to
tell for certain if your oil needs to be changed is to have it tested, otherwise the smart oil systems in the car test for flow,
contamination and other factors. On most modern cars with full synthetic oil 7,500 miles and 6 months is probably the
minimum interval not the recommended minimums.
These are myths. Waste from coolant and oil changes need to be disposed of properly, the by products of changing these
fluids poisonous. Encouraging more frequent changes only cost you money, damages the environment and wastes
natural resources.”
Thomas Woodward
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-by Diana Peterman

As I pondered content to include this month while coming out of Walgreens, I looked to my left and
saw the happiest Bichon proudly perched with her sparkly collar on driver’s seat. A gigantic smile on
her face and paws on the window it was easy to see she was as loved as I love my quadrupeds.
Though it was neither hot nor sunny at the time, all four windows were cracked on this black Xterra,
and it took me all of 5 minutes to get my ‘scripts and be done, it occurred to me, as it does on every
hot day, that’s not always the case. There are hot days and there are 5-minute errands that inevitably
turn into 20 minute stops, and when you have your pet with you leaving them in the hot car is not a
very loving choice.
It’s been warming up and will continue to do so over the next few months, and although this is not
specific to MINI, as car people and for many of us as pet people, this information is so valuable to
bear in mind. I’m delighted to say that all of you whose dogs’ butts I’ve scratched at various events
are not guilty of this, always being mindful of the responsibility to your pets and eating separately
outside to be with them or taking them on a walk and skipping lunch with the group all-together. You
are high five, gold star, blue ribbon pet parents and I adore that. We are friends not just for the club
culture, but also because we bond in life.
Below I’ve included a link to an article on the website for the American Veterinary Medical Association
about the dangers of leaving your pet in a hot car. For quick reference is a chart below (also included
in the article) showing the estimated change in temperature inside a car over a period of time at
various outside temps.
Please click on and read the article; it’s very good to absorb. And please continue to love the babes
and share this info!

AVMA Pets In Vehicles

click over there

Estimated Vehicle Interior Air Temperature v. Elapsed Time
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Courtesy Jan Null, CCM; Department of Geosciences, San Francisco State University
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-by Diana Peterman and Rhonda Johnson

Let’s do a little club trivia this month:

1. In what year did MINI5280 get their wheels spinning?
2. Who was the first MINI5280 president?
3. Where was the first MINIs In the Mountains (MITM) held?
4. How many members were there at the end of the first year?
5. Who was the first female officer and what office did she hold?

May MINItainment answers:
1. Marti Thompson

4. Rick Gonzales

5. Roy Martinez

2. Melissa Benson

6. Nadine Mapes

3. Jamie Shope

7. Carl Johnson
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See the new and updated calendar of events on our website! Click the link below to check out the
calendar on the MINI5280 website and add it to your Google Calendar.

MINI5280 Calendar










4 June
MINI5280 June Meeting (at Cars and Coffee) and Elbert Excursion
11 June
MINI5280 & Man Cave Auto Detail Demonstration
18 June
MiniCOW Brass & Chrome Shoot and Car Show
23 June
LARADON Car Show and Carnival
25 June
MiniCOW MINIs Invade Carhenge
9-23 July
MTTS (MINI Takes the States); in Cheyenne 19th/20th
30 July
Rocky Mountain Vintage Racing invites MINI5280 / 6th Annual Race Against
Kids’ Cancer - 07/30, 31, 2016 at HPR (Road Captain Needed!)
6 August
Rambler Ranch Museum Tour/Monthly Meeting & Picnic
26-29 Aug Mini5280 4 Day/3 Night SW Colorado Most Excellent Adventure

#mini5280
If you post your MINI5280-related photos to Instagram, please tag them with #mini5280
What is Instagram?
Instagram is an online mobile photo-sharing, video-sharing, and social networking service that
enables its users to take pictures and videos, and share them either publicly or privately on the app,
as well as through a variety of other social networking platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr,
and Flickr. (Source: Wikipedia)

Does your MINI want a chance in the spotlight? Show it off! Send a few pictures of you and/or
your MINI along with a brief description to secretary@mini5280.org and they will be featured in
the following month's newsletter!
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